The current global economic crisis has affected the development of banking system in Western Balkan Countries, including Italy and Greece. These effects are expressed with the contraction of lending, fallen of foreign direct investments, fallen of the volume of remittances and fallen of international trade. The banking system continually faces new challenges in a dynamically changing financial system, and this makes difficult the implementation of bank regulation and supervision. All the countries have improved their banking regulation in order to avoid the contagion effect among banks and banking system in general, effects that get increased especially when banks are engaged in international banking. The standardization of regulatory requirements provides potential solution to the problems of regulating international banking. So, there is a moving through agreements like Basel Accords. For all these countries will be a comparison of regulatory capital to risk-weighted assets ratio and of capital to assets ratio in order to find out how well is capitalized their banking system. The sources of data are the reports of International Monetary Fund for a time series of 2008-2013. In the end there are some conclusions for the main problems that the implementation of supervision and bank regulation faces.
The implementation of Basel III requires an increase of capital ratio from 5% to 8%-10.5%, while capital to risk assets remain the same.
An overview of banking regulation
According to IMF countries report below are some actions taken from every country:
Albania: Spillovers from the euro zone crisis and minimizing negative feedback from a slowing economy will require close banking supervision and continued close cooperation with foreign regulatory authorities. The problem of rapidly rising nonperforming loans should be addressed by clearing unpaid government bills and improving collateral execution. The banking crisis in Greece has impacted Greek subsidiaries since Greek banks account for one-fifth of Albania's banking system, though the effects have been mitigated. Even though Greek subsidiaries constitute less than 1% of their parents' assets, they experienced some parent funding stress, deterioration in asset quality because of problem loans to entities connected to Greece and falling remittances, and decline in profitability. Greek subsidiaries responded by shrinking their balance sheets and slowing lending. To address possible risks, the BoA has applied more stringent capital and liquidity requirements on Greek banks, and heightened coordination with Greek authorities. The authorities view continued close bank supervision and cooperation with regional regulatory authorities as critical in containing risks so far and planned to further strengthen these efforts. The banking system has been resilient so far, with banks having high liquidity and capital ratios.
Bosnia and Herzegovina: The banking system is relatively stable. The banking system is predominantly owned by Austrian and Italian banks, remains profitable and adequately capitalized at the aggregate level. A sharp decline in economic activity could require bank recapitalization. Bank recapitalization could be problematic in the absence of parent bank support. Banking laws are planned in order to fully harmonize them with EU legislation. This process was expected to be completed in the first half of 2014. Basel I has been implemented until 2009. Basel I and Basel II are applied simultaneously in 2010.
Bulgaria: The banking system is stable and liquid but nonperforming loans are rising. The local financing of Greek banks also improved and their share of assets has declined, but the two largest Greek banks still account a high level of total system assets. Specific provisions are calculated according to a BNB methodology that impress an expected loss model and are deducted from regulatory capital. Specific provisions build additional capital buffers which can be used to absorb losses, including from NPLs, provided that minimum capital adequacy requirements are not breached.
Croatia: The authorities explained that Basel III requirements could be easily met by the major banks. In fact, Basel III would allow lower capital adequacy rates than the current Croatian requirements; however, the CNB intends to explore the option of requiring more capital if needed from individual banks. The CNB should maintain high statutory capital buffers, call for raising banks' capital early on if needed, to ensure adequate provisioning for NPLs, and further strengthen cross-border supervisory cooperation. The largely foreign-owned banking system remains well capitalized, although growing non-performing loans have started consuming profitability. Financial sector appears well-capitalized and resilient to shocks, but faces risks related to potential further deterioration of asset quality, indirect credit risk deriving from vulnerable borrowers and sizeable dependence on parent banks for funding. They stressed the importance of maintaining high statutory capital buffers, ensuring adequate provisioning for non-performing loans, further strengthening financial supervision and regulation and cross-border supervisory cooperation, and closely monitoring liquidity and credit developments. Basel II is introduced in 2010.
Greece: Banks have responded to these pressures by increased recourse to exceptional liquidity support, deleveraging, and mergers to cut costs. As of midDecember, central bank funding amounted to €129 billion, up from €121 billion at end-2011. With the ECB having disqualified most Greek banks from accessing the monetary policy operations window due to capital adequacy ratios below the minimum requirement, the funding comes almost entirely in the form of more expensive ELA. The government has supported banks eligible for public aid with bridge recapitalization, and has also stepped up its resolution work. The BoG completed a strategic assessment of the banking sector in March 2012 and identified four "core" banks as viable based on regulatory criteria and an assessment of their business fundamentals. To minimize resolution costs, the authorities will develop an approach for the management of assets left in bad banks.
Italy: With limited access to wholesale funding, Italian banks continue to rely heavily on Euro system financial support. To remain resilient to the downturn, banks need to maintain adequate capital and liquidity buffers. Increasing NPLs due to recession, especially from the weak SME and construction sectors, would erode banks' capital base. Italian banks continue to benefit from their large and stable retail funding base, traditional lending model which has limited exposures to risky assets and low leverage. The elasticity of the system has also been supported by firm supervision and regulation. So, Italian banks emerged relatively unscathed from the global financial crisis and have strengthened their capital base without large-scale equity support from the government. Throughout the global and debt crisis, the Italian banking system has remained broadly elastic, reflecting prudent risk management practices, and effective supervision.
Republic of Kosovo: Kosovo's financial system remains well-capitalized, profitable, and liquid. Additional deleveraging by euro area parent banks with subsidiaries in Kosovo is a risk for Kosovo. While parent banks would not withdraw funding local banks are deposit funded and do not depend on resources from their parents efforts to preserve riskweighted capital could decrease credit supply by some banks.
Macedonia, FYR: Prudential regulation has remained appropriately conservative, contributing to stability without preventing credit growth. In line with peer countries macro prudential policies were tightened at the onset of the crisis. Reserve requirements were raised to limit credit growth. The interest rate cap legislation is among the easiest structural factor to tackle. Amending the legislation would allow for proper credit risk differentiation among riskier borrowers, enabling banks with good credit assessment mechanisms to better price risk in this segment, hence broadening access to finance. To safeguard borrowers, the law could be complemented by the best targeted consumer protection, in line with regulation in European peers.
Montenegro: The weakened economy contributed to a strong rise in nonperforming loans (NPLs). Banks were forced to increase loan loss provisioning as a result of the increasing number of NPLs, and to draw on their capital buffers. Parent banks have to date supported their Montenegrin subsidiaries with substantial additional funding and capital injections, as a result, the capital adequacy ratio was in optimal point. The World Bank has helped the authorities strengthen their banking system, and it is now governed by a modern legislative and regulatory framework and central institutions that are more resilient to future shocks. Hence, given the limited scope for the use of conventional monetary policy instruments, the central bank focused its policy actions on improving the regulatory and supervisory framework.
Romania: The banking system is 80% foreign owned (Austrian banks dominate with 38 percent of system assets and subsidiaries of Greek banks hold about 14 percent of system assets). Compared to regional peers, foreign bank deleveraging has been moderate thus far. Bank capitalization has remained strong. Despite increasing strains, the Romanian banking sector maintains significant buffers to deal with further pressures. Reflecting continued shareholder support and retained earnings, the capitalization of the banking sector remained strong. All banks except one have a capital ratio above the regulatory minimum of 10 percent. Four Greek banks continue to exhibit capital buffers exceeding the system average, inter alia owing to capital injections from parent banks. The Romanian financial sector so far has weathered well the impact of the economic challenges.
Serbia: This includes developing local financial markets to facilitate FX hedging and maintaining adequate liquidity and capital buffers in the banking system. Improving the regulatory framework, preparations were on track for the scheduled implementation of Basel II framework by December 2011, which will strengthen further banking sector's standards in corporate governance, risk management, capital management, and transparency. In the context of Basel II adoption, the NBS is also reviewing the banks' asset classification and provisioning regime, aiming to relax somewhat the conservative provisioning rules adopted during the pre-crisis period to put a brake on rapid credit growth. The adoption the Basel II framework will also result in a welcome upgrade of the banking sectors' standards in corporate governance, risk management, capital management, and transparency. The Basel II framework is adopted in the end of 2011.
Data for 2008-2013
Bank Regulatory Capital to Risk Weight Assets for years 2008-2013 according to IMF data for every country in Western Balkan is as below: For 2008, from graphs we see that Italy has the lowest ratio (4.1% Serbia is the first range among all these countries, that crisis has not affected. 
Conclusion
The banking system continually faces new challenges in a dynamically changing of financial system. So, the two indicators analyzed for all these countries in a time series from 2008-2013, gives only one little part of the stability of banking system. There is a significant contagion effect between economies (impacted by Greece economy) to all those countries where Greek banks operate. There should be a close coordination with other national regulators about evolving challenges, including regional deleveraging. Based on these data we can express some thoughts about the main regulation that these countries have implemented to their banking system in order to be protected from the impact of the global crisis and from the crisis of the neighbor countries like Greece. Considering all the reports for these countries, except Greece, all the other countries have managed the global crisis.
Albania makes regulatory changes introduced in late 2011, and this have helped to protect the economy against possible contagion effects, particularly related to Greece. The adequate capitalization, the increase in NPLs had been rather manageable so far. Supervisors should be vigilant to ensure that banks continue to proactively recognize and provision against nonperforming loans and ensure that capital and liquidity levels provide appropriate buffers. Unlike many countries in the region, the global crisis didn't affect Albania in comparison with other countries.
Bosnia and Herzegovina: Stability has been established. Nevertheless, additional banking sector contingency planning for crisis preparedness, strengthening of banking supervision and bank stress tests are needed. Further progress is being made to strengthen bank supervision and the crisis resolution framework.
Bulgaria: The financial system, dominated by the banking sector, remains stable, well capitalized and highly liquid, and so are individual banks. Continued prudent regulation and adequate capital buffers will help maintain financial system stability.
Croatia: Strong regulation, supervision, and cooperation with other supervisory authorities remain essential to preserve financial stability. The high capital adequacy of the banking sector sufficiently ensures its resilience to potential shocks.
Greece: The BoG has placed all undercapitalized non-core banks under enhanced supervision. Greece has finalized the banking sector recapitalization framework, and introduced reforms to strengthen governance and they will proceed with the recapitalization of banks, in order to enable them to start lending again.
Italy: Italy is vulnerable to contagion from the euro area crisis and financial distress. Banks have strengthened their capital positions, but progress varies across institutions. Banks need to maintain adequate capital and liquidity buffers to remain elastic to the downturn. During 2011 Italian banks had significantly strengthened their capital base, for the five largest banking groups (covering about 70 percent of total consolidated assets), the core tier 1 capital ratio get increased.
